hardware and software

delivery, blocking, stagecraft, voice, posture,
projection, lights,
response to literature: stuff from the story (paraphrase
and quotation cds)

Business

Computers

Drama

historical commentary, comment on the
significance of the CD, political cartoons,
inference

rules of the game, kinesthetic information, history of a
sport, concepts of teamwork and sportsmanship

data from labs, scientific process, steps in
photosynthesis, models of DNA, observations, empirical
observations

names, dates, places, battles, treaties, maps,
videotapes, audiotapes, political cartoons, timelines,
primary sources, charts, graphs, captions, maps, legends
and keys

PE

Science

Social studies

conclusions you draw from your data, connect or apply the
principle to real life, relationships between data points

tone, position, scales, bass and treble clef, pitch, timbre,
balance, blend

Music

reasons why PE is important

emotional response to the music, analysis of skill and
technique

numbers, function signs, shapes, angles, fraction bar,
slope, graph paper, x/y-axes, reasoning, formulas,
equations, congruence, ratio, decimals, charts

why a procedure or piece of equipment is the right one to
use, ways to connect/apply the skills or information to
real life
connect/apply the principle to real life

persuasive: comment on the significance of the CD or
discuss how someone feels about something

personal narrative: how you or someone else felt

response to lit: how a character feels

application of computer real life, effect of information
revolution on daily living
audience response to a play, character motivation

cause and effect analysis, prediction

response to the art form
analysis of technique

aesthetic response to design

COMMENTARY
Analysis

Math

Industrial
Technology

persuasive: examples to support your opinion
(sometimes facts but not always)
machinery, directions, manuals, tools to measure

personal narrative: the 4 Ws

color, texture, shape, line, elements and principles of
design, shape, space, form, medium, figure ground, value
(light and dark), balance, size,
supply side economics, budget, debit and credit

Art

English
Language Arts

dot, line, plane

Architecture
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